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We are a design-led tile specification company 
working with some of the world’s most dynamic 
manufacturers to bring you the latest tile collections, 
many of which are exclusive.

As part of the UK’s largest tile specialist, you can be 
reassured that we have the resources and know-how 
to find the perfect tiles for your homes.

Our housebuilder team has over 90 years’ experience 
in helping to create original interiors that make sure 
your homes stand out from the competition.

Our Design Studios in Clerkenwell and Leicester 
both show a wide selection of tiles in a relaxed and 
creative environment. 

About Parkside

New Look

Juno Rooms

David Lloyd

Marriott
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As well as our increasing number of tile collections  
with recycled content, we’re committed to making  
all areas of our business as sustainable as possible. 

This includes:

• Sustainable and responsible product sourcing

• Improving energy efficiency in production  
e.g. solar powered kilns

• Sourcing from sustainable suppliers

• Reducing carbon impact in the supply chain

• Less waste in production

• Central operations and delivery

• Use of sustainable energy

• Reducing carbon impact in UK delivery

• Less waste from our Design Studios  
and Support Office

• Reduced energy consumption

It is very much a journey and we look forward  
to sharing our progress with you.

We offer our developer customers a full range  
of show home and marketing suite support  
ranging from traditional sample hand boards  
to our innovative sample card system.

Parkside has operated in the commercial tile sector for many 
years, building a very successful track record in commercial 
projects. We continue to work with many recognised brands 
such as David Lloyd, Starbucks and Burger King. Our client 
portfolio also includes international hotel chains such as 
Holiday Inn, Radisson and Hilton Hotels.

As part of the UK’s largest tile business we are able to 
support the house developers customers through our  
central warehousing facility and logistical capability.

Working  
with Parkside

exclusive collection

Part of the

An internationally recognised  
brand for your customers.
We’ve worked with Britain’s most stylish and 
contemporary homes magazine to bring together 
the exclusive ELLE Decoration collection.

New Look

Juno Rooms

Leicester Design Studio

Central warehouse  
facility and logistics

Clerkenwell  
Design Studio

David Lloyd

Marriott

2

See our Premium 
and Elle brochures.
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You may already know that there’s more to consider than just your choice of 
tiles. Grout colours, trims and door bars all play their part in the finished look.

We partner with industry-leading brands to offer a complete tiling solution 
including over 20 different grout options. Trims available include metal effect, 
wood effect, marble effect and matt black options.

Our team are available 
to help you pick the 
perfect grouts, trims and 
door bars if needed. The 
Regal collection (page 
28) makes it easy with its 
own range of perfectly 
matching accessories.

Getting  
the Look

Many of our collections have matching 
and coordinating outdoor ranges to 
help you create the modern indoor/
outdoor look.

Vista 20 is our Porcelain Collection of  
20mm landscape tiles. These tiles can 
be fixed in the same way as traditional 
concrete and natural stone pavers, we 
can also provide fire-rated pedestal 
installation systems for areas such as 
apartment balconies.

Luxury Vinyl Tiles (LVT), known as SPC (Stone Polymer 
Composite), are comprised of a rigid core for added 
durability. With a glue-less format, integral underlay 
and click locking system, they provide an easy to clean 
flooring solution which is resistant to both scuffs and 
stains. Discover a range of wood and stone effect 
shades below, all PTV 36+ rated.

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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Parkside  
Home Collection
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Larniam

With contemporary colour 
choices in both matt and gloss 
finishes. Larniam allows you 
to experiment by mixing and 
matching colours and finishes 
or choosing your favourite 
colour but experimenting with 
laying patterns to create your 
perfect feature wall. Larniam 
is a ceramic wall tile available 
in a rectangular 100x300mm 
format and 6 colours in both 
matt and gloss finishes.

100x300x7mm Gloss Wall only

Ceramic

100x300

Midnight Gloss Midnight Matt

Rose Gloss Rose Matt

Dove Gloss Dove Matt

Carrara Gloss Carrara Matt

Bone Gloss Bone Matt

White Gloss White Matt

Colours

LARNIAMLARNIAM

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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 HALFORD

Blue

Yellow

Cream

Grey

Bone

Plum

Teal

Purple

Green

Sky

White

Colours

HALFORD

Halford

The Halford linear range is available in a wide 
choice of colours from subtle light shades to bold 
accent colours.

97x297x9mm Gloss Wall only

Ceramic

97x297

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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ADGER

Adger

Adger brings a multitude of colours in  
a bevelled metro brick that can be laid in 
a variety of patterns with a contrasting 
grout for an on trend look.

100x200x8mm Gloss Wall only

Ceramic

100x200

Colours

Black

Grey

Blush

Cream

Mint

Forest

Deep Blue

Sage

White

Dove

Carrara

 ADGER
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BORGEN

Borgen

Natural timber effect tiles that capture the essence 
of a Danish lifestyle with their neutral hues.

150x900x9mm Matt Wall/floor
300x257x9mm mosaic Matt Wall/floor

Porcelain

150x900
300x257

Colours

Ash

Oak Mosaic

Oak

Walnut
Walnut Mosaic

White MosaicWhite

Ash Mosaic

 BORGEN

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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LARKHAM LARKHAM

Larkham

Create a modern yet timeless aesthetic with the 
Larkham tile. The name echoes the subtle sparkle 
finish of these striking tiles whilst the matt finish 
of this full-bodied porcelain keeps the muted tones 
feeling contemporary.

Larkham is available in 2 sizes and 3 contemporary 
grey tone colours.

300x600x9.5mm Porcelain Floor/wall 
600x600x9.5mm  Porcelain Floor/wall

300x600

600x600

Porcelain

Colours

Concrete CoalCloud

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.

Creating a contemporary in/out look Larkham 
collection has coordinating 20mm outdoor porcelain 
tiles, see page 111 for more information.
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MARKA

Marka

Bring a lifelike wood-effect look to your tiles, the 
long plank size makes them ideal for open plan 
living or creating the effect of a grand space.

230x1200x9.7mm Matt Wall/floor

Porcelain

230x1200

Colours

Oak

Walnut

Grey

 MARKA

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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UBARI

Ubari

Inspired by the ripple effect that water leaves 
impressed in sand. Ubari has a delicate, structured 
pattern that can be used to create a feature wall  
or as a border with the complimentary plain tile.

600x300x8mm Matt Wall/floor
600x300x8mm décor Matt Wall/floor

Porcelain

600x300

Colours

Ubari

Ubari Wave

 UBARI
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Fleur 

Victoria

A design classic, this stunning floral 
inspired tile mixes classic Victoriana with a 
contemporary cool toned colour palette.

Both ranges offer the developer a simple and 
cost effective way of introducing patterned 
floor tile design to your project.

330x330x8mm Matt ceramic Floor/wall

330x330

Porcelain

Grey

Grey

Blue

Black

FLEUR  VICTORIA

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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WICKLIFF

Wickliff

A stylish, stone-effect collection with detailed 
texture for an authentic look. The matt finish 
has high slip-resistant properties.

250x500x9.5mm Matt ceramic Wall only
450x450x8.5mm Matt porcelain  Wall/floor
600x600x9.5mm Matt porcelain  Wall/floor

250x500

450x450

600x600

Colours

Anthracite

Cold Décor (2)

Beige

Cold Décor 

Cement

Warm Décor (2)

White

Warm Décor

Porcelain/Ceramic36+

 WICKLIFF
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MATRIX

Matrix Inspiring creativity, the Matrix collection offers an 
unprecedented portfolio of 23 tile colours, available 
in matt or gloss finishes and accompanied by 
coordinating grouts and trims. We wanted to create 
a range of colours that would allow the housebuilder 
community to create coordinated looks or mix and 
match colours for a striking design statements.

The Matrix colours were developed in collaboration 
with colour consultant Vanessa Konig, who 
wanted to ensure that they would complement 
natural materials as well as work across a range 
of environments; from warm, cosy homes to more 
pared-back, minimalist designs. 

148x148x6.5mm Gloss/Matt Wall only
98x198x7mm  Gloss/Matt  Wall only

Ceramic

98x198
148x148

MATRIX

MATRIX COLLECTION
Gloss GlossMatt MattGrout GroutTrims –  

Box and 
Straight Edge 

profiles

Trims –  
Box and 

Straight Edge 
profiles

Blossom 
Pink

Primrose 
Yellow

Spring 
Mint

Sky Blue

Red

Orange

Green

Blue

Mustard

Victoria 
Purple

Heritage 
Blue

Burnt 
Amber

Wilderness 
Green

Antique 
White

Southbank 
Teal

Black

Deep 
Pewter

Diamond 
WhiteTM

Steel

Urban 
Grey

Brooklyn 
Stone

Bone

Silver

Red Wilderness 
Green

Orange Southbank 
Teal

Mustard
Black

Green
Deep  
Pewter

Blue
Brooklyn 
Stone

Victoria 
Purple

Steel 

Heritage 
Blue

Urban  
Grey

Burnt 
Amber

Silver
Blossom 
Pink

BonePrimrose 
Yellow

Antique 
WhiteSpring  

Mint

Diamond 
WhiteTMSky Blue

Gloss GlossMatt MattGrout GroutTrims – Box 
and Straight 
Edge profiles

Trims – Box 
and Straight 
Edge profiles

Coordinating grout colours can enhance your tile installation.
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MARSETT

Marsett

The linear structured surface of the décor tiles 
add a contemporary feel to the collection.

500x250x9mm Matt Wall only
500x250x9mm décor  Matt Wall only

Ceramic

500x250

Colours

Grey Grey Décor

Sand Sand Décor

MARSETT

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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WINDSOR

Windsor

Create a stunning design that evokes the senses 
with the décor options replicating the ripple effect 
that water leaves impressed in sand.

500x250x9.5mm Matt Wall only
500x250x11mm décor  Matt Wall only

Ceramic

Colours

Grey Grey Décor

White White Décor

Ivory Ivory Décor

Warm Décor Cold Décor

500x250

WINDSOR
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Lustre

A unique and modern wall tile, Lustre 
does exactly what its name suggests 
and provides an interesting variation for 
contemporary wall tiles. The Lustre wall 
tile coordinates beautifully with our Fleur 
and Victoria patterned floor tiles.

600x300x8mm Glazed Wall

Ceramic

600x300

Colours

White

LUSTRE REGENTS

Regents

A versatile collection that lets you combine a variety 
of textures and finishes. Pair with eye catching 
colours or use them to create a textured feature wall.

200x250x7mm bumpy Gloss  Wall only
330x250x7mm bumpy  Gloss  Wall only
500x200x7mm  Gloss  Wall only
600x335x9.3mm Gloss/satin  Wall only
600x335x9.3mm geometric/wave décors Gloss  Wall only
600x335x9.3mm star décor Satin Wall only

Ceramic

200x250 330x250 600x335500x200

Colours

Bumpy

Gloss

Star Décor

Geometric Décor

Satin

Wave Décor
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Salerno Nimbus

This rustic stone effect wall tile is perfect for 
adorning your bathroom walls for an urban edge 
that provides a cost effective finish for kitchens 
and bathrooms.

A gloss finish stone effect wall tile that offers  
a decorative and cost effective solution for both 
kitchens and bathroom.

600x300x8mm Gloss Wall

250x400x8mm Gloss Wall

Ceramic Ceramic

600x300

250x400

Colours

Colours

Beige

Grey

Grey

Greige

NIMBUSSALERNO
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YARSA

Yarsa

This collection is industrial and has impact with the 
latest technology mixing glossy and matt glazes together 
to achieve the scratched effect with a subtle sheen.

315x615x10mm Semi polished Wall/floor
610x610x10mm Semi polished Wall/floor

Porcelain

315x615

610x610

Colours

Basalt Steel

YARSA

37
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EXTRACT QUARRY

McKay

Extract Quarry

Available in neutral colours,  
McKay has a fine grain design to 
imitate volcanic rock. The matt finish 
has high slip-resistant properties.

Quarry tiles are a staple for 
any core range. Our Extract 
Quarry collection comes 
in 5 colours, including the 
notoriously difficult to find, 
black. Each colour comes with 
a matching bullnose piece. 
The range is 36+ shod and 
bare foot and it is suitable for 
indoor & outdoor applications. 

397x397x9.2mm Matt Wall/floor

150x150x11mm Matt Wall/floor

397x397

150x150

Colours

Black

Red White Silver Black Autumn Blend

Our bullnose option is available 
in red, silver, black, white and 
the autumn blend.

Grey

Porcelain36+

Colours

MCKAY
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Athelone

Athelone is a ceramic marfil marble effect 
collection, suitable for walls only. Its available 
in 3 neutral and versatile colours.

200x600x8mm Matt Wall

Ceramic

200x600

ATHELONE ATHELONE

Colours

Cream

Silver

Grey

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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Roma Blanco

Delicate grey veins lend a sense of 
depth to the medium sized Roma 
Blanco tile. This pale coloured ceramic 
design features a gloss finish and is 
designed to reflect the light, creating 
an inviting illusion of space that’s ideal 
for smaller rooms.

400X250x9.2mm Gloss Wall

Ceramic

400x250

ATHELONE ATHELONE

Colours
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Starcara

Starcara is a matt marble effect in 1 size 
300x600mm. It is suitable for both walls 
and floor. Starcara is best in domestic, low 
traffic areas.

300x600x8.5mm Matt Wall/floor

Ceramic

300x600

STARCARA STARCARA

Colours
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Smart

Smart is a concrete effect ceramic wall tile.  
It comes in 4 versatile colours - Beige, Black,  
Grey, and Taupe. Smarts is a matt finish tile  
and comes in 1 size of 250x500mm.

250x500mm Matt Wall

Ceramic

SMART SMART

Colours

250x500

Beige

Black

Grey

Taupe
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Spruce

Spruce is a ceramic 200x600 wood effect collection that comes 
in 3 colours. Spruce is suitable for both wall and floor.

600x200x9.5mm Matt Wall/floor

Wood Effect

200x600

STAPLEWOOD STAPLEWOOD

Colours

Ivory

Grey

Natural
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TEKNO TEKNO

Tekno

A concrete effect porcelain tile available in a muted 
colour palette. The variation within each colour gives 
an industrial edge to any design. Choose the warm 
hues of Taupe, the soothing shades of Bone or the 
timeless appeal of Grey.

600x300x1.8mm Matt Wall/floor

Concrete Effect

600x300

Colours

Taupe

Grey

Bone

Mixed mosaic

Coordinating grout  
colours can enhance 
your tile installation.
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MOKARA MOKARA

Mokara

Mokara combines a subtle texture with a minimalist 
lined pattern and lightly lustred surface to create a 
stunning surface finish.

500x300x9mm Matt Wall/floor
322x318x9mm Mosaic

Porcelain

500x300 322x318 
Mosaic

Colours

Cappuccino White

Grey Ivory

Mosaic
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KELSEY KELSEY

Kelsey

Available in a range of tonal greys, 
Kelsey is a realistic limestone effect, 
glazed porcelain tile. It’s neutral colour 
palette and tactile matt finish provide 
a contemporary style.

598x297x8mm Matt Wall/Floor

Porcelain

598x297

Colours

Light Grey

Mid Grey

Graphite
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Parkside Vista 
Outdoor Paving Tiles
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VISTA20 VISTA20

Vista20
Extend your style outside and learn to love your garden all year 
round! From sun drenched patios and secret courtyard gardens to 
cosy city balconies and breezy beachfront terraces. Our exclusive 
range of outdoor tiles will help transform every corner of your 
home into spaces you’ll never want to leave, creating the perfect 
space for endless summers.

Vista20 is a range of specialised 20mm thick outdoor tiles with 
an amalgamation of ‘forever’ and ‘landscape’ embodied in its 
spirit. This combination of elegant, simple design married with 
innovative technology allows you to make a real investment in 
your outdoor space for years to come.

Its hardwearing porcelain is frost, fire and stain proof  
meaning little upkeep is needed and with various installation 
methods, it is an ideal solution for the budding landscape designer 
in all of us. Matching trims and grouts will ensure your project is 
completed to the highest standard, to achieve a look you’ll love, 
download our fitting guide.

Sandstone
The unique markings of natural sandstone have been expertly 
replicated onto hard wearing porcelain, offering timeless 
appeal to your outdoor space. 
Sizes: 600 x 600mm | 600 x 900mm

Limestone
Looks like traditional garden paving but the 
hardwearing porcelain tile makes it impervious 
to frost, mould and other staining.
Size: 600 x 600mm

Marelle
A marble effect tile like Marelle 
allows you to recreate the intricate 
opulence of marble with the added 
practicalities of a porcelain tile.
Size: 600 x 600mm

Shalton
The Shalton range mixes the classic texture 
of slate with a modern colour palette to 
revamp any outdoor space. The rustic 
nature of the slate effect pairs perfectly 
with soft greenery and slow-moving water.
Sizes: 600 x 600mm | 450 x 900mm | 
Modular*

Grey Beige Limestone

Ivory Grey Black
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VISTA20 VISTA20

Larkham
Featuring a subtle sparkle finish for a striking tile.
Size: 600 x 600mm

Creating a contemporary in/out look Larkham collection has  
3 coordinating indoor tiles, see page 72 for more information.

*Modular tiles sold by the pallet for outdoor only, coordinating indoor tiles not available. 
Pack breakdown: 600 x 600mm x2 pieces, 600 x 300mm x3 pieces, 300 x 300cm x6 pieces.

Wickliff
The cement inspired range has the 
look and appeal of concrete but much 
quicker to lay and easier to maintain, 
creating the perfect contemporary 
styled garden.
Size: 600 x 600mm

Elvert
Elvert expertly replicates natural  
stone and is inspired by the landscape  
of the seacoast.
Size: 600 x 600mm

Creating a contemporary in/out look 
Elvert collection has 4 coordinating indoor 
tiles, see page 42 for more information.

Granite
Introduce this Granite grey stone effect 
paving into your garden for a luxe feel 
whilst on a budget. The Riven range 
brings together modernity and safety 
with its slip-resistant finish.
Size: 600 x 600mm

Terrazzo
Terrazzo represents those 
hot summer holidays in 
Europe, and the posh Italian 
pavements made of terrazzo.
Size: 600 x 600mm

Cloud Concrete

Anthracite Cement

Argent Sand

Graphite Grey

Graphite Grey

Coal
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Fossil
The Fossil range expertly mimics 
natural stone, the variety of sizes 
allows you to fill your space in a 
laying pattern of your choosing.
Sizes: 450 x 900mm | 600 x 600mm

Wood
The wood effect range offers an easy 
maintenance solution to decking. The 
laser printed finish also prevents the 
colour fading in direct sunlight.
Size: 450 x 900mm

Travertine
Based on a typical travertine, the 
Travertine stone effect porcelain tile is 
built to last. Its hardwearing porcelain 
is frost, fire and stain proof meaning 
little upkeep is needed.
Sizes: 600 x 600mm | 600 x 900mm

Grey

Grey

Travertine

Oak

White

Walnut

Vista 20 can be laid using 
various fitting solutions, 
depending on the needs of 
your outdoor space. Many 
of our collections have 
matching and coordinating 
outdoor ranges to help you 
create the modern indoor/
outdoor look. Vista 20 is our 
collection of 20mm thick 
porcelain landscape tiles.

Why Porcelain?
The benefits of porcelain tiles are widely known as an internal wall and floor 
finish, however with modern manufacturing techniques the material can 
now be offered in increased thickness and density. Porcelain as an external 
landscape finish has many advantages over traditional paver materials,  
for example:

• Resistant to the effects of UV light
• High degree of stain resistance
• High degree of wear resistance
• As a manufactured product it offers a high degree  

of quality control and product consistency
• Sustainable sourcing
• Wide choice of colours and designs not always achievable  

in other materials
 
Vista 20 porcelain outdoor tiles can be installed either on a prepared  
concrete or screeded slab or in the same way as you would install traditional 
concrete and natural stone pavers, we can also provide fire-rated pedestal 
installation systems for areas such as apartment balconies.
 
The extensive range is supported with coordinated edge trims  
and pointing materials.

Micromax2  
Grout

Azpects Easy Joint 
Grout

Proscape  
Mortar & Grout

Outdoor 
Pedestal

Box  
Trim

VISTA20

Fitting & finishing

FITTING & FINISHING
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VISTA30 VISTA30

Vista30
Vista30 is a range of 30mm thick porcelain tiles, measuring 
60x60cm providing a solid external floor. With designs mimicking 
multifaceted rock, Vista30 provides a realistic stone finish with 
the benefits of being slip resistant (R11 / PTV+36). With a weight 
of over 23kg per tile, this range provides greater protection 
against wind on high-rise balconies.

Grey

Bressa

Lavis

Vals

Bagnolo

Barge
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BEYOND (HOME COLLECTION) (HOME COLLECTION) BEYOND

Parkside 
Easy Living  

Luxury Vinyl Tiles
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Stone effect
Mimicking the charm and natural 
beauty of real stone.

Wood effect
Achieve the sophisticated look of  
real wood without the maintenance.

Patterned
Play with pattern to  
create a bold statement.

Stanhope Wychwood Kuvio Grey

Brada Storm*The majority of our Luxury Vinyl Tiles come with built-in underlay, please check each product for further information.

• 100% waterproof
• Hard wearing & durable
• Low maintenance
• Available in a variety of sizes 
• Built-in underlay*

Ashdown Grey
179x1230mm 

Brant
220x1220mm 

Grasmere Grey
179x1230mm 

Kielder Brown
179x1230mm 

Mercia Brown
226x1218mm 

Terrazzo Light Grey*
612x612mm 

Vanta Plank
184x1219mm 

Bergen Herringbone
100x610mm 

Delamere Grey
226x1218mm 

Grizedale Grey
179x1230mm 

Klara
300x457mm 

Parson Ivory
305x610mm 

Thassos Marble
303x607mm 

Vern
220x1220mm 

Bergen Plank
184x1219mm 

Ennerdale Brown
226x1218mm 

Hadley Brown
179x1230mm 

Kuvio Blue
305x609mm 

Rivington Brown
179x1230mm 

Twighlight Oak
178x1244mm 

Visby
305x457mm 

Birkett Grey
305x610mm 

Epping Brown
226x1218mm 

Himalayan Stone
303x607mm 

Kuvio Grey
305x609mm 

Rydal Grey
179x1230mm 

Urban Stone Greige*
612x612mm 

Brada Chestnut
180x1220mm 

Furness Brown
305x610mm 

Ingleton Brown
179x1230mm 

Lightning Oak
178x1244mm 

Stanhope Grey
305x610mm 

Urban Stone Dark Grey*
612x612mm 

Winspit Grey
305x610mm 

Brada Storm
180x1220mm 

Gillow Stone Grey
305x610mm 

Ivar
176x1220mm 

Marstad
305x457mm 

Swinley Brown
179x1230mm 

Vanta Herringbone
100x610mm 

Wychwood Grey
179x1230mm 

Fitting solution:  = Click  = Glue

*Requires underlay.

Marta
300x457mm 

Wood effect Stone effect

Patterned
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Click

Finishing touches

Multi-floor door bar Scotias

A silver metal door bar designed to flex  
and accommodate different floor heights.  
Available in width sizes 30mm or 40mm. 

Attach to the skirting board to create a 
decorative border, available in White, Light 
Grey Oak and Oak.

Glue down

Two easy fitting solutions

Clicks together  
easily to create  
a floating floor

Quick  
and easy  
to install

Hard wearing  
with a realistic  
look and feel

Built-in underlay 
for added warmth 
and cushioning

All tiles  
are 100% 
waterproof

Glues  
directly to  
the sub floor

Hard wearing  
with a realistic  
look and feel

Requires a  
flat subfloor  
for installation

Less movement, 
ideal for heavy 
footfall areas

All tiles  
are 100% 
waterproof

Suitable for 
all living areas 
excluding 
conservatories

Suitable for all  
living areas including 
conservatories

Wychwood
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The information contained in this brochure is believed to be accurate at the date of publication. However, we would advise 
checking with us before ordering as product specifications can change. The colours depicted are as representative as the 
printing process allows so we strongly recommend requesting a sample to check that you are satisfied with the colour and finish.

HEAD OFFICE + LEICESTER 
DESIGN STUDIO

0116 289 2740 
leicester@parkside.co.uk 
Barnsdale Way, Grove Park,  
Enderby, Leicester LE19 1SN

OUR HOUSEBUILDER STUDIOS

OUR OTHER STUDIOS

CLERKENWELL SUSTAINABILITY 
DESIGN STUDIO 

0207 490 1523 
clerkenwell@parkside.co.uk 
44 Sekforde, Street  
London EC1R 0HA

CHELSEA DESIGN STUDIO 

0207 373 9900 
chelsea@parkside.co.uk 
120 Fulham Road,  
London SW3 6HU

COTSWOLDS DESIGN STUDIO 

01608 683 161 
cotswolds@parkside.co.uk 
Heath Farm, Swerford, 
Chipping Norton OX7 4BN

For general enquiries, email housebuild@parkside.co.uk or call 0116 276 2532
Visit our website: housebuilder.parkside.co.uk



GET IN TOUCH

Barnsdale Way, Grove Park,

Enderby, Leicester, LE19 1SN

T: 0116 276 2532

E: housebuild@parkside.co.uk

W: housebuilder.parkside.co.uk

Follow us on LinkedIn for the latest updates

   @Parkside – Housebuilder Tiles

August 22


